
                                                      CLASSICS IN TIME 
 
You must have come across the great, slightly intimidating section of the ‘classics’ while going               
around a library in search of books. These books look daunting, heavy and carry with them the                 
essence of literature as it has come into being through the years. They sit on these shelves,                 
loud and proud in all their literary glory. They are books that are representative of genres and of                  
eras, having left a huge and lasting impact on all their readers across time periods. They have                 
been pivotal in shaping the culture and tradition of reading and writing as we see it today. There                  
is an inherent sense of permanence in these works, testament to them having survived the               
ravages of time, and still being duly loved and appreciated.  
 
As milestones of movements and genres, familiarizing ourselves with these classics allow us to              
cite references and writing styles, inspirations and depths in a way we could not have done                
before. For the same we list out some of the longest of these heralded works of literature-  
 
 

1. In search of Lost Time  by Marcel Proust (1913-27, 3,408 pages) 
 

It is a novel in 7 volumes, written by Marcel Proust, known to be the greatest European novelists                  
of the 20th century. This novel is considered to be one of his most prominent works, both in                  
length and in theme. The book explores some of the boldest themes of the time, ranging from                 
involuntary memory, separation anxiety, nature of art, while also touching upon homosexuality.            
It follows the story of the narrator as he recollects the instances from his childhood leading up to                  
the experiences of adulthood in the backdrop of loathe 19th century and early 20th century               
aristocratic France. Its many volumes narrate the complex story of the process of growing up               
while reflecting on the impermanence of time and the need to find a purpose in the world. Its                  
English translations by C.K Scott Moncrieff and Terence Kilmartin lead to its worldwide fame              
and acclaim.  
 

2. Les Misérables by Victor Hugo (1862, 1,456 pages)  
 
Les miserables is a French Historical novel, by the famous Victor Hugo. It was first published in                 
1862 and continues to be hailed as one of the greatest novels of the 19th century. The themes                  
of the book resonated with the people of the time, as it focused on the importance of love and                   
compassion while also highlighting the social injustices of the French Revolution. Beginning in             
1815 Paris, the story follows the interactions and experiences of several characters, especially             
that of Jean Valjean, an escaped convict who attempts to leave his past behind and strives to                 
make amends in his life. It also elaborates on the history of France, morality, politics etc. The                 
first English translation was done in the same year, 1862 by Charles Wilbour, and there have                
been many translations since then. The novel was a critical and commercial success worldwide. 
 

 
 
 



 
3. War and Peace by Leo Tolstoy (1869, 1,225 pages) 

 
War and Peace, published in the year 1869 is regarded to be Russian author Leo Tolstoy’s                
finest literary work, and one of the greatest classics of world literature. The book is seen as a                  
study of 19th century Russian society and is lauded for its realism and detail-oriented narration               
and depiction. The book is heavy on philosophical discussions and does not conform to any pre-                
existing standards. The novel is set in the backdrop of 1805 in the Russian city of St. Petersberg                  
and amidst the fear of a Naploeanic war. The many details of history in this novel were achieved                  
due to the intensive research work put in by Tolstoy. It is a timeless tale of imperfection amidst                  
grandeur, of love and loss, peace and conflict amidst war. War and Peace has been translated                
into many languages owing to its great popularity and appeal. It has been translated into English                
on several occasions, starting with the one by Clara Bell in 1885-86. 
 
 

4. Clarissa; or, The History of a Young Lady by Samuel Richardson (1758, 1,356 pages) 
 
Clarissa; or, The History of a Young Lady is an epistolary novel by English writer Samuel                
Richardson, published in 1748. It is a critically acclaimed work, one of the longest English               
novels in history and is considered Richardson’s finest masterpiece. It follows the painful and              
tragic story of a young girl whose attempts at achieving virtue are crushed by her family.                
Narrated with the usage of interweaving letters, Clarissa is a complex work and a rich depiction                
of a singular girl against society's fixed norms, in the midst of her own desires and dreams. It                  
masterfully depicts the themes of lust and manipulation, of freedom and confinement and of              
society and class, all packed in one complex narration. It makes a powerful and bold statement,                
and is considered to be a work way ahead of its times. It was labelled as a success almost                   
immediately upon its release, and its appeal led it to be translated into a number of other                 
languages.  
 

5. The Count of Monte Cristo by Alexandre Dumas (1844, 1,312 pages )  
 

The Count of Monte Cristo is an adventure novel and is considered to be one of the greatest                   
novels of all times. It recounts the story of wrongful imprisonment and revenge. Set in Europe,                
during the historical events of the Bourbon Revolution, the book narrates the tale of Edmond               
Dantes, who is falsely accused of treason and is imprisoned without trial in the grim fortress of                 
Marseille. The historical narration is a primary feature of this novel, written to depict the hopes                
and dreams of the people of France. It captures the essence of the characters and masterfully                
portrays the feelings of forgiveness and vengeance, of treason and of justice. The author was               
inspired by a real-life tale of treason which he decided to immortalize in this epic tale of                 
retribution. The first appearance of the novel in English was by W. Francis Ainsworth in 1845,                
which was the first of its many translations. The legacy of this book has made it a timeless                  
classic and an object of fixture for the western civilization.  
 
 



These books have been loved and supported by different people for many different reasons as               
they continue to be hailed and lauded as works of great craft and skill, and cited as many                  
people’s inspiration and influence till date. 


